Privacy Mortise Bolt

1 Escutcheon
2 Turn Piece
3 Mortise Bolt
4 Mortise Bolt Strike
5 Mortise Bolt Dust Box
6 Emergency Release Swing Cover

Note: Cut Shank on Turn Piece so that it goes halfway through the Mortise Bolt. This will allow a space for the emergency release key to operate the Mortise Bolt.
Notes:

1. This bore specification is applicable for 2 3/8'' or 2 3/4'' backset spring latches/mortise bolts.
DOOR PREPARATORY SPECIFICATIONS

Strike - Privacy Mortise Bolt

Edge of Jamb

- 1 1/8" TYP
- Ø 7/8" TYP
- 2 3/4" TYP
- 1 3/8" TYP

Edge of Jamb

- 3/32" TYP